Evaluating competing solutions to the urban
flooding crises in Karachi:
How and why government sponsored studies conflict with independent
research and what to do about it.
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Urban flooding has been a perennial problem for the port city of Karachi since its
unchecked urban expansion began post-partition, costing much in wake of lives,
infrastructure and capital. The 2020 floods were the worst yet, spurring the creation of two conflicting studies into its causes and solutions: a empirical government study contracted out to NED university, and a independent study conducted
by Civil Society, produced in collaboration with affected communities. Of urgent
concern then, is that the highly contested findings of the government study are
being used as the foundation for the ongoing flood prevention measures- not only
because of high likelihood of there being serious problems with the knowledge
produced, but also because of the enormous social and environmental costs
caused by its prescribed anti-encroachment drives. As such, it is imperative to assess how to best proceed with both studies, and make the case for why stakeholders such as the World Bank should be held to continued accountability so that
both can be resolved.
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Summary and Conclusion

Primary Objective: To produce a side-by-side comparison of the two major competing studies on Karachi’s urban flooding and alert readers to the high likelihood
of costly inaccuracies in government research through a preliminary critique.
Secondary Objective: To locate these studies and their claims within a broader
meta-analysis of events and perspectives before and after the 2020 floods, with
emphasis on arguments for the World Bank’s continued accountability in wake of
its connection to the unjust anti-encroachment drives and the research behind
them.
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Framed against critical post-flood narratives, this
paper has tried to understand how and why government sponsored studies on Karachi’s perennial urban flooding conflict with independent research,
and has offered an evaluative lens through which to
understand these studies’ role within the broader
conversation, and how to proceed with the
knowledge they have produced and its repercussions.
The argumentative thrust that emerged from this
exercise recognizes the two studies as initial steps
towards a convergent whole that combines the NED
study’s rigorous, testable empiricism with the
TTRC’s sociological and systemic acuity. This need to
invest in further research is legitimized by arguments for World Bank accountability, whose SWEEP
project has been demonstrated to have clear connections with the NED Study and the antiencroachment drives.
While much of this paper has had to adopt a critical
stance by way of its objectives, there are numerous
developments that point to an upwards inflection of
sorts, as were touched on in the introduction: the
formation of the PCIC in 2020 has begun to vertically and horizontally coordinate multiple governmental and municipal organizations in the province,reducing the lynchpin issue of lack of coordination. The twin-concerns of Sewage and Solid waste
mismanagement are also being resolved through
the Karachi Greater Sewage plan III (Which has been
increased in scope to cover more of the city) and
SWEEP’s solid waste management component
which will introduce much needed landfill sites and
transfer stations and the governments.
What has become most apparent is the need for
transparency and deep collaboration between government, communities and NGOs in achieving any
meaningful progress towards solving Karachi's urban flooding since all the problems are so interdependent. While some of this has already been put
into hard-fought motion through advocacy efforts,
this paper shows why this mode of dialogue and
collaboration needs to be a baseline. From agreeing
on base assumptions, to data collection, to the fineprint details of solutions-a highly intersectional collection of perspectives will be needed to grapple

with such an intersectional issue. This is as much a
social and legal problem as it is an engineering one,
and it seems impossible that addressing any single
aspect in isolation, such as the widening the dimensions of nalas, will produce lasting benefit.
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‘At the present moment, KMC is functioning as a
bureaucratic outfit of the sindh government because entire revenue generation capacity is completely non existent. They are totally dependent on
the Sindth Government for their salaries and other
types of expenditures’
An important aspect of such an organization would
be a transparent and regularly-updated public front,
which clearly communicates the current state of
affairs pertaining to the rainwater drainage system.
A publicly available and easily accessible grievance
mechanism should be implemented. Once grievances have been received, the organization will deliberate amongst its members as to which of its resources it should draw on to resolve the grievance.
Increasing KWSB’s agency through restructuring:
Interviews with multiple authorities converged on
the understanding that the routing of sewage into
rainwater drains is a primary reason for their flooding. The KWSB is the authority in charge of sewage.
However, multiple sources at the KWSB office revealed that KWSB’s agency is almost entirely amputated by their financial model: KWSB is one of the
few municipal organizations tasked with generating
a profit, whereas the service they provide is inherently unprofitable: most of the population is not in
a position care about where sewage goes, as long as
it is off their premises. As such, most find ways to
dispose without paying KWSB’s service charges.
To combat this, it is recommended that the sewage
component of KWSB’s financial model be changed
from that of a service bound to revenue generation
to that of government-funded, non-profit organization. This way, KWSB will have the structuring it
needs to meet its goals of sewage transport and
treatment.
Legal Provision of Housing for the Poor
This paper argued for encroachments on the nalas
being a result of the government's underprovision
of housing for the urban poor. If this continues, this
infrastructure will continue to be increasingly crippled by the growing waste, sewage, and spatial demands of its adjacent communities unless welfare
housing within the city is not prioritized by the government and provided as a competitive alternative
to the more centrally located Katchi Abadies.
These welfare housing schemes have to be centrally
located so they can connect with the city's economy
(over 70% of the city's economy depends on the
informal sector), competitively priced, and designed
to support the more community-centric orientations of its residents. Aside from the creation of entirely new welfare housing schemes, the sensitive
retrofitting of existing Kaatchi abadies with more
complete infrastructural arrangements can also
contribute towards the long-term maintenance of
the nalas.

Long Term (5+ Years)
Improved Nala Design: A City-Wide Overhaul
After all the Current nala designs have the problem of being either completely closed (preventing
regular monitoring and cleanups) or completely
open (incentivizing their convenient use as a
waste receptacle). What is required is a hybrid
that allows for both protection and cleaning:
Community and expert feedback has suggested
that nalas should be close-faced to prevent littering, but be easily openable for regular monitoring
and upkeep of the Nala’s health.

Executive Summary

Karachi and Urban Flooding
The port city of Karachi, Pakistan’s largest city and
financial center, has been predisposed to urban
flooding since its inception.
At the center of discussions surrounding urban
flooding is Karachi’s rainwater drainage system,
known as ‘nalas’. There are 44 primary drains and
over 500 secondary drains in total. These are organized on the natural logic of the city’s topography.
There is no cohesive documentation of all the
drains. Of these drains, three channel a disproportionately large majority of the city’s drainage content: the Gujjar Nala, Orangi Nala and Mehmoodabad Nala. While they are Kaatchi abadies consolidated with reinforced concrete and bricks.
While operations are underway on all three of these
drains, our discussion will be focused primarily on
the Mehmoodabad Nala (as defined in government
documents) because of the availability of resources.
The discussion however can be readily applied to
the event on other sites as well.
The 2020 floods and Post-Flood Responses
August 24th-August 27th 2020 marked the heaviest
rainfall recorded in Karachi as of date, causing devastating damages across all spectrums.
Research responses to the flood took the form of
two studies: a series of government-contracted reports by NED, and an independent study organized
by Civil Society. The government study was eventually used as the basis for numerous antiencroachment drives on all three of the city’s major
nalas in order to recover their width and clear space
for cleanups. These drives were heavily contested
by residents and were halted several times, undergoing several revisions. Those affected were not
offered proper compensation nor information.
It was discovered several months into the drives
that the World Bank had approved of retroactive
financing for nala cleanups through its SWEEP project. After this, Civil Society and community members engaged in prolonged dialogue with the WB
with the goal of holding the bank accountable to its
extensive Social and Environmental Commitment
Plan (SECP), which the bank refused accept because
it claims the drives were not conducted on its
terms.
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A chronologically makes especially plausible a correlation between major dates of the SWEEP project and motion of the anti-encroachment drives.
Relevance of World Bank’s SWEEP
This segment of the paper makes the case for why
the World Bank’s SWEEP project should be held to
continued accountability in correcting the information produced by the NED study, and providing
full reparations to those affected by its consequences.
While the Bank has admitted to originally intending to retroactively finance the nala cleanups, it
has since publicly distanced itself from the drives
by claiming that its financing ‘cannot be used for
any activities in areas that have been impacted by
the anti-encroachment drive’. However, its own
legislation contradicts this by actively anticipating
such a situation (invoking the use of a resettlement framework) and pointing out that retroactive financing will follow after the implementation
of a ‘corrective action plan’.
Furthermore, with the sheer volume of nebulously defined projects the World Bank is currently
engaged in Karachi, it should be held to an equally
pervasive degree of accountability- especially
when so much evidence points towards their involvement in the anti-encroachment drive, which
includes documents and interviews.
Having established technical arguments for the
bank’s involvement, this paper goes on to point
out some of the most critical breaches of the ESCP
and their felt repercussions. These include the
absence of a grievance mechanism, likely absence
of a third party audit and lack of contact with
NGO stakeholders.
Comparing the NED and TTRC Studies
The TTRC study was commissioned by the Civil
Society to a team consisting of members from the
TTRC, SSUET, URC and affected communities. The
NED study was contracted out to a team of expert
NED staff by the government.
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Methodology: While both studies had the higher
goal of finding the causes of urban flooding, they
both cam at the problem with different approaches, which dictated their differences in methodology.
The immediate objective of the NED study was to
check the adequacy of the geometric cross sections
of the drainage network using an empirical approach. As such, it relied on drone photography
and topographic + meteorological data that fed into water flow simulations.
The TTRC survey,on the other hand, was conducted
with the more general goal of finding all-manners
of causes behind the flooding of nalas, and produced intuited solutions drawing from on-theground evidence through observation, measurements (using a Total Station Machine for accurate
readings and measurement tapes for expedited
secondary data) and community participation.
Causes Identified: As a result of the methodological
differences discussed above, there were several
differences in the problems both reports identified.
Many of these were not matters of outright disagreement, but differences in scope and detail. For
example, since the NED study was focused on water flow in the nala as the primary issue, it appropriately left out specific social, economic and urban
problems that the TTRC study identifies, such as
changing land usage, waste recycling schemes, exact drainage gates being blocked etc. The TTRC
study also reported a much larger map of flood areas than the NED floodmaps calculate and government encroachments that were not in NED’s study.
There was, however, one key area of direct contention. This was the dispute over whether the Katchi
Abadi encroachments are of a higher priority problem than the landgrabbing at DHA. The NED study
marks over 238 Kaatchui abadi encroachments
whist approving the waterflow at DHA, whereas the
TTRC study places more causal emphasis of inadequate waterflow at DHA.
Solutions Provided: While the specific problems
identified by both studies do not directly conflict
with each other in many cases, the solution sets
generated as a product of these differences cannot
co-exist because of how differently they prioritize
actions. The most pervasive difference between
both solution sets is that the TTRC identifies the
widening of nalas as the last item in a hierarchy of
solutions that focus on systemic changes whereas
the NED report, by virtue of its scope being limited
to the engineering of the nala system, focuses on
recommending the exact modifications of the nala
system’s dimensions as its primary solution.

Critiquing the NED study
Potential Inaccuracies in Hydrological Simulations:
Even the best freely available elevation data has
been shown to have a median error of over 16’, rendering the vertical margin of error relative to nala
height to be about 200%. Furthermore, the schematics used for the drains were missing some of the
more recent additions to the drainage networkpossibly influencing intial adequacy tests. Judging by
the flood map representations, it seems unlikely
that backwater flow, an important cause of the 2020
floods, was accounted for and finally, while solid
waste was mentioned, sewage (which is said to occupy about 60% of many drain’s depth) is absent
from the discussion.
Several results conflict with intuitive deductions: Beyond concern with methodology, we find key aspects of the computationally backed results to be
wildly dissonant with deductions reached through
simple logical inference. NED’s proposed widths do
not widen as more fluid is added to the drainage
system at DHA which is of concern because the
drains clearly had no remaining tolerance. The proposed location of material interventions is also
counterintuitive: Not only is chosen area upstream
(whose widening would increase water pressure for
all downstream areas), but its also at the tail end of
the network.
Miscellaneous causes for concern: There is convergent evidence of no on-the-ground fieldwork being
conducted by NED. This is problematic because
there’s no way of accurately measuring the depth of
the nalas for the simulations without physical measurements. This also means that the actual property
boundaries are not accurate (as has cropped up in
numerous interviews), rendering the report unsuitable for any sort of reparative policy. The preemptive
recommendation for the construction of an expressway along was also confusingly out of place in a
strictly hydrological analysis.
Meta-Analysis: Problems Identified
During interviews and research, it was found that all
the problems that contribute to the city’s continued
crises of urban flooding can be broadly organized
into six categories: 1) Fragmentation of control 2)
Modification of natural basin hydrology 3)
Underdeveloped sewage infrastructure 4)
Underdeveloped solid waste management infrastructure 5)Issues with the design of nalas and 6)
Failure of housing policies to provide for the poor.
Mapping their influence reveal the high degree of
interdependency between the problems governmentaltal issues underpin
Meta-Analysis: Solutions Recommended
With the studies becoming part of the problem
themselves, the short-term recommendations focused on halting all anti-encroachment drives until a
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ty/community partnerships.
Shifting to such localized partnerships as the primary scale of engagement with the nalas will allow for
greater attendance and responsitivity towards onthe-ground conditions. Municipalities will hold the
required tools and knowledge for the proper cleaning and maintenance of drains, and maintain transparent dialogue with concerned communities even
when they are not being actively engaged with
cleaning the nalas.
Community engagement towards the upkeep of nalas is not unprecedented. Indeed, Rafaqat Rao explains that his community is already acquainted
with the self-cleaning of nalas to shoulder the lack
of government cleaning: ‘We hire a sweeper out of
our own pockets and pay them to clean the whole
line. They remove all the solid waste from the Nala.
Currently, people do all this themselves, they have a
lot of involvement with the Nala’.
Moreover, community members expressed that
they would be willing to take on a more prominent
role in maintenance if it meant the drains would be
regularly cleaned, provided they receive the correct
equipment and training.
The frameworks through which the community can
be engaged are already established as well; Siraj
explained how union councils already exist in nearly
every informal living community, have outreach capabilities with local institutions, and already deal
with related issues of sewage, water, gas etc.
The Development of a Culture of Hygiene
Several of our discussions surfaced the need for significant cultural change in relation to hygiene.
The widespread cultivation of a culture of conscientious waste management could significantly reduce
the amount of waste deposited into nalas, irrespective of other material and institutional changes.
Achieving such a cultural shift would require the
parallel implementation of mutually supporting interventions, such as educational programs for children and sustained awareness campaigns, both of
which can be reinforced by clear cut signages. Since
women are in direct control of about 60% of the
city’s waste management, schemes should be targeted towards them. Shabbar Ahmed of GarbageCAN sketched out legal solutions for how such
a culture could be insured through the use of mutual accountability schemes, where a row of shops get
fined if even one of them disposes of waste incorrectly, so they can hold each other mutually accountable.
Without such a holistic approach, an attempt to cultivate a culture of hygiene will likely meet a similar
fate to Sindh’s 2019 short-lived ban on non-

biodegradable plastic bags.

Produce a City-wide Development Plan that takes
into account the Preservation of its Natural Basin
Hydrology, with the Additional Integration of Low
Impact Development
As has been described earlier, without a unified development plan that takes into account the hydrological implications of the city's natural contouring,
future developments will keep exacerbating the
flooding situation by distorting the logic on which
the existing infrastructure is built.
As such, it is important to identify what topographic features must be preserved, recovered, and reinforced as the development of the city moves forward. These constraints and recommendations
should be formally integrated into a long-term city
plan.
While previous development plans for the city have
not been followed because they collide with developers’ self-interest, the conditions outlined in such
a plan will be useful for everyone involved because
they will also assist in building constructions that
don’t flood themselves. Perhaps an incentive structure can be put in place to reinforce developments
that contribute towards bettering the city’s hydrology without immediate self-benefit.
Aside from actual urban constructions, Shoaib Ahmed et al recommend the strategic use of lowimpact development in urbanization schemes to
increase the infiltration rate of water; This involves
the use of 'small grassy patches at multiple intervals' that can increase the rate of infiltration and
reduce the intensity of surface runoff.
Defining a singular, integrative organization that can
be held answerable to urban flooding: A single
body is needed to be held accountable for matters
relating to rainwater drainage and other entangled
concerns (sewage disposal, encroachments, solidwaste management) otherwise accountability will
remain impossible. This was recommended in the
TTRC study. However, it was argued by multiple interviewees that the production of a new governmental department will be ineffectual because it
will only fragment governmental structuring even
further.
To resolve this, we recommend a vertically and horizontally integrative organization that utilizes the
capacities of existing bodies. Such an organization
would gather and coordinate relevant faculties at all
scales of government: national, provincial, municipal. The recent development of the PCIC, which integrates many Karachi’s municipal organizations, is
certainly a step in the right direction.
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Perspectives: Recommendations

Introduction
Having compared and evaluated the NED study
against the TTRC study, and contextualized both
their findings against the broader discussions surrounding urban flooding, we are now in a position
to suggest a set of meta-recommendations that account for both the studies as well as the topic they
address.
Short Term (Immediate-1 year)
A Temporary Pause to The Drives Until Short-Term
Recommendations are Met
With the NED study’s epistemological foundations
looking shaky under the light of community reports,
the TTRC study and our own evaluation, it is recommended that the drives be stopped until the
knowledge they are based on is confirmed to be accurate. The time provided by this can be used to
fulfill the other two short-term recommendations.
A Thorough Peer-Review of the NED Study
This paper has provided preliminary arguments to
suggest that the NED Nala study, whose findings are
currently being used as the foundation for nala improvement efforts, shows likelihood for many serious methodological problems that can render its
conclusions dangerously inaccurate.
Therefore, a proper peer review from a qualified
team is needed to ascertain exactly what areas of
the NED, if any, need to be reconsidered. This paper
has provided some starting points for the team conducting this peer-review.
Retroactive and Proactive fulfillment of SWEEP’s
Social and Environmental Commitment Plan:
There is extensive evidence to show that almost
none of SWEEP’s documented codes of conduct
were followed. No stakeholder engagement work
was carried out: community members were not involved in decision making and the NGOs that were
planned to be consulted were never reached out to.
Promised grievance redress mechanisms were not
implemented and reparations for displacement
were not paid. As has been discussed in earlier sections, this way of events has caused immeasurable
damage to hundreds of lives in the past year.
The segment on SWEEP was used to produce a case

for the Bank’s continued accountability despite
their official distancing from the project. On the
basis of this argument, we implore that before
proceeding any further with demolition plans,
SWEEP’s SECP should be retroactively carried out.
Grievances should be retroactively documented
and resolved with empathy. Community members
and affiliated organizations should be consulted
and bought into the loop immediately. Even if the
bank has
Below is a list of communities that have been especially impacted by the drives:
Responsibilities Over the Nala System Need to be
Clearly Outlined
In our talks with authorities, it became clear that
much of mismanagement of the nala system
stemmed from muddied understandings of where
responsibilities over the nala system lay. These
delegatory gray areas are especially damaging because of the networked nature of the nala system,
where no mistake remains isolated: A blockage
further down the system will eventually lead to
overflows upstream. Polluted water supply upstream will channel its contents downwards.
To begin to resolve this, a singular document
should be produced and publicly released that
transparently explains where responsibilities over
the nala system fall between the authorities currently in charge. The insights that emerge from
this can be used as a foundation for the institutional restructuring recommended in the medium
-term recommendations.
Medium Term (1-5 Years)

more secure epistomological foundation can be
secured through dialogue between all stakeholders
and the immediate offering of reparations to those
affected by the drives. The Longer term solutions
focus on more structural changes including restricting control over nalas for greater control and
accountability, a new financial model of KWSB, the
production of hydrologically-sensitive development
plan and an city-wide overhaul of nala design.
Conclusion
This paper has shown how deeply problematic the
official conception of Karachi’s Urban flooding is
and has pointed out the potential areas of error in
NED’s research that may have produced such an
understanding. This epistomological evaluation was
contextualized against the equally problematic humanitarian strife that its implementation resulted
in.
Understood within a the larger context, neither the
NED study nor the TTRC study are definitive perspectives, but rather first sketches that disclose the
interests of each side . What has become clear is
that moving forward, transparency and communication are necessary across all levels to wholistically resolve the flooding crises.
Having made the case for continued Bank accountability, an ideal scenario would see the Bank implementing its corrective action plan to ensure that
secure epistomological footing is recovered and
that its ESCP is retroactively fulfilled.

Munciple-Community Partnerships to Have FirstResponder Control over Nalas
As we have seen, the Nala network is large, uncharted and inextricably linked to the complex
social and environmental conditions of its neighboring communities. As such, operating on it from
the federal and provincial levels of government is
inherently problematic and will continue to exacerbate existing dysfunctionalities. Here we propose a smaller primary scale of monitoring and
operating on the nalas in the form of municipali34
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Non-Cooperation between Governing Bodies at
all Levels

Background

Market-oriented Decision making

Devolution of Development Authorities
Fragmentation of Control
Absence of Welfare Housing Policies
Gray Areas in Responsibility

Defining Urban Flooding
Urban flooding is when water enters an urban area
at a rate that overwhelms its infrastructural capacity to adequately drain it, resulting in overflow that
disrupts and damages the affected area. A recent
World Bank document describes urban floods as
‘the most frequent and damaging natural hazard,’
identifying global damages as ‘exceeding US$600
billion, affecting more than 2 billion people, and resulting in around 142,000 fatalities’ between the
years 1998-2017. In light of climate change’s predicted effects on pressures of extreme weather and
sea-level rise, the frequency is expected to increase,
especially in burgeoning cities in developing countries.
Introducing Karachi
Karachi is Pakistan’s largest and most populous urban agglomeration, as well as its premier industrial
and financial center. With over 16 million inhabitants, the country’s only port city brings in more
than 25% of national GDP. In 2018 it was ranked as
a beta-global city, indicating a sizable influence over
the global economic network.
The city is characterized by a distinctive sprawl: 7
districts originating at its dense colonial center,
which plugs into the Arabian sea via an expansive
port complex; This sprawl consists of a patchwork of
planned and unplanned communities, commercial
and industrial centers that diffuse into arid ranges
as one moves further north.
This topography serves as the petri-dish for the
city’s socio-cultural vibrancy, with all its linguistic,
ethnic and religious diversity, bustling bazaars and
happening-streets. However, this jittery urban vitality cannot hide the fact that it is built on the precarious tightrope of civic dysfunction caused by civic
demands perennially outstripping any authority’s
ability to provide for them: congested and uncoordinated public transportation fills roads, electrical
supply faces frequent load shedding, housing policies can't keep pace demand and municipal services cannot bear the city’s burgeoning load of
waste production.
Why have these issues rooted themselves so deeply? Many thinkers converge on the idea that most of
these problems find their beginnings in the post-

Absence of complete information
on the totality of the city’s drainage system

partition government’s un-preparedness for the
rapid growth that would follow with the influx of
immigrants from within the country and neighboring regions, resulting in the problematic consolidation of ad-hoc developments: many regions
were developed without proper consideration for
essential municipal systems such as solid waste
management and sewage disposal, and a ‘freetransport’ policy emerged to meet the needs of
new informal developments, setting the stage for
an uncoordinated transportation system. The inherent weaknesses of these foundations necessitated that subsequent additions to the city would
become increasingly complex and abstrusely
adaptive in order to count for earlier idiosyncrasies: This is how issues of encroachments, intrainfrastructural hijacking, and absence of official
schematics (for example for the drainage infrastructure) came to be.
It also argued that a second primary impetus of a
different nature also determined the trajectory of
Karachi’s issues. This was the influx of over 2.7
million refugees fleeing from the Afghan War who
bought with them drugs and weapons, because of
which Pakistan remains still ‘the main transit
country’ for narcotics' and weapons trade, and
which continue to feed and sustain the restless
dynamics of ethnic, sectarian, and political conflict that inhibit productive diplomacy. The consequences of this can be observed in the politically
charged territorialization of the city, locked in
constant re-negotiation through patterns of organized violence.
However deep rooted issues may seem, recent
years have provided reason to believe reparative
momentum is being developed: Whereas Karachi
was ranked 6th most dangerous city in 2014, by
2021 it had improved to 105th. Furthermore, multiple projects are underway that are collectively
poised to improve the city’s systems across all
fronts: Karachi greater sewage plan III will overhaul much of the city’s sewage systems and the
development ofa network of new bus transit
lines, which significantly improve travel times. All
of this is backed up by the recent formation of
PCIC, a dedicated committee formed by the Sindh
government for Karachi uplift projects.

Land-Grabbing to
Accommodate Elite
Housing

Neither Upkeep nor Development can Keep Pace

Dysfunctionality of SSWMB
KWSB Underfunded

Master Plans are not Followed

Encroachments on Nalas

Infrequent and Insufficient Cleaning of Nalas
Lack of Culture of Hygiene
Growth of Informal Waste-Recycling Sector

Solid Waste Enters Nalas
Sewage Routed to Nalas

Blockages of Drain Gates and Channels

Compromised Natural Basin Hydrology

Reduced Depth of Drainage System

Destruction of Trees and Absorptive Land

High Sea Levels

Reduced Width of Drainage System

Destruction of Mangroves

Increased Backwater Flow

Additional Surface Runoff

Reduction of Available Volume for Channeling
Rainwater Away

Urban Flooding
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them to commercial housing. Nouman Ahmed of
NED university spoke of a similar situation where
upmarket housing has historically been prioritized
at the expense of the poor.
These and other government-caused factors led to
the subsistence developments along low-valued
sites that developed to become today’s
(‘encroaching’) Kaatchi Abadies.
The same situation survives to this date, with recent
reports estimating that the formal supply of housing
is 150,000 units and fails to meet a demand of over
350,000 units, of which 60% comes from the urban
poor.
The result of disequilibrium between demand and
supply of welfare housing persisting over time produces a situation where 70% of the city’s current
population is forced into living in Kaatchi abadis,
many of which, while legalized (through payments
to the government), do not have access to basic civic infrastructure. The consequences of this are the
previously described overburdening of the rainwater drainage infrastructure to fulfill the functions of
other services that have not been provided (sewage
removal and solid waste management) increasingly
restrict the area available for the nala’s waterflow.While conventional impulse is quick to blame
encroachments for narrowing the width of nalas, a
slightly longer look reveals that the encroachments
are actually a symptom of the long-standing failure
of the government’s housing policies to provide for
the urban poor.
This problem also has deep historical roots; Arif
Hassan traces it back to the time period between
1947 and 1959 when the government ‘failed completely in tackling the housing crises that the city
faced’, partly because the first development plan at
the time severely underprojected population
growth by almost 30 years, an error fuelled by the
military government’s 1958 decision to industrialize
karachi which resulted in rapid rural to urban migration. Another recurrent problem in the welfare
housing schemes during this time was that that the
market interests constantly overrode those of the
poor: The Metroville area for example, was overtaken by the middle class and the numerous KMP
schemes were disrupted by hugely influential Association of Builders and Developers (ABAD) who
managed to subvert government programs for the
poor and change them to commercial housing. Nouman Ahmed of NED university spoke of a similar situation where upmarket housing has historically
been prioritized at the expense of the poor.
These and other government-caused factors led to
the subsistence developments along low-valued
sites that developed to become today’s
(‘encroaching’) Kaatchi Abadies.
The same situation survives to this date, with recent

reports estimating that the formal supply of housing is 150,000 units and fails to meet a demand of
over 350,000 units, of which 60% comes from the
urban poor.
The result of disequilibrium between demand and
supply of welfare housing persisting over time
produces a situation where 70% of the city’s current population is forced into living in Kaatchi abadis, many of which, while legalized (through payments to the government), do not have access to
basic civic infrastructure. The consequences of
this are the previously described overburdening
of the rainwater drainage infrastructure to fulfill
the functions of other services that have not been
provided (sewage removal and solid waste management) increasingly restrict the area available
for the nala’s waterflow.
Exploring Interrelationships Between these Problems
Much debate surrounds the question of how to
prioritize of these issues. Generally speaking, individuals working in the government tend to prioritize encroachments as the main issue. Researchers working outside the government tend to
weigh other factors as being more fundamental,
such as solid waste and sewage. All of these, however, can be consistently traced back to more
fundamental issues in governance.
There are other, more generalized problems as
well, such as global warming (which may increase
the frequency and intensity of precipitation, as
well as sea level rise) and the emergences between the complex interrelatedness of all the
above described problems.
Mapping the causal interrelationships of these
problems reveals the diagram shown on the next
page. What becomes apparent while looking at
this is just how deeply networked these problems
may be: One can’t simply tackle a single problem
in isolation and hope to meaningfully resolve all
the other contributing pressures. This insight research on the problem of Karachi’s Urban Flooding.
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It is in the spirit of cautious optimism afforded by
these city-wide developments, then, that this paper
proceeds to constructively critique government proceedings on the city's nalas. The complex and entangled nature of Karachi's urban systems has hopefully
been communicated by this point, as well as deeply
rooted sources of their problems. As such, it becomes clear that any urban intervention in Karachi
will need to account for considerations that may not
be within the traditional scope of engineering.
Moreover, it is hoped that an implicit case has been
made for why we should empathize with the city
and people at stake.
Karachi’s Rainwater Drainage System

While the operations under scrutiny are being carried out on all three nalas, this paper will generally
limit the site of discussion to the Mehmoodabad
Nala, a decision mostly arrived at by way of the resources we had available. It is understood, however,
that much of the discussion generated here can be
meaningfully applied to other nalas as well.
As defined in a recent study by NED, the Mehmoodabad Nala (which we believe should actually be
called the Manzoor Colony Nala) is 6.54 Kilometers
long and originates at the Firestation at Manzoor
Colony and terminates at the Ayesha Masjid in DHA
Phase 7, releasing its contents into the Malir River.
As such, it exists as part of the Malir River Basin.
This main nala draws from three secondary nalas
whose streams combine and intersect at the
Mehmoodabad-Manzoor Colony junction. From
here, the main nala can be divided into two distinct
stretches on either side of Korangi Road: The first
stretch has a highly variant width that gradually widens from 8’ at its starting point at Manzoor Colony
to well over 100’ at its end near Kashmir. The span
bracketed by these region encompasses many lower
-income neighboring settlements including, in descending order, Rehman Colony, Azam Town, Akhtar
Colony, Junaijo Town. The second stretch features
an invariant width of 80’ as it runs through DHA
phase 7 till its termination point.

Karachi’s rainwater drainage infrastructure deserves
to be examined in sufficient detail because it is at
the center of discussions about the city’s urban
flooding. Built by the British on the backbone of naturally occurring drainage channels, its subsequent
expansion post-partition continued to utilize the
natural topography, this time necessitated by ad-hoc
expediency rather than design. This means that almost all primary (44) and secondary (500+) drains
are routed into either the Malir or Lyari rivers, which
flow downstream along a North-South trajectory
until their contents are discharged into the Arabian
Sea.
There is currently no single document or agency that
has an up-to-date record that consolidates the complete totality of Karachi’s Nala system.
These rainwater drainage networks can be grouped
into eight distinct networks. Of these eight, three
networks bear a disproportionately large percentage
of the city’s drainage content: Mehmoodabad Nala,
Gujjar Nala and Organi Nala. As such, they tend to
feature at the heart of any discussion on drainage
infrastructure.
9

Urban Flooding and Karachi
Having defined urban flooding and provided background on the city in the discussion, this section will
explore how these entities have historically interacted. By the end of this segment it should become
clear that urban flooding is a recurring phenomenon
met with equally recurrent responses of great monetary weight but little efficaciousness.
Year

Rainfall 24hr
period (mm)
src:PMD

Sampling of Impact

Sampling of Responses

2003

280

‘Heavy rain on Monday
submerged almost all
thoroughfares in the city,
flooded many low-lying
localities, dislocated
traffic, and disrupted

‘In July last year, the
Sindh governor admitting that the drainage system was in a
mess decided that the
KWSB should be as-

2006

236

‘a former president of
Karachi Chamber of
Commerce and Industry,
said that this monsoon
remains the worst in
terms of the collapse of
civic infrastructure in the
entire history of Karachi.’

City Nazim announces
‘24.78-billion rupee
mega project for the
city where at least 4.5
billion was allocated for
water and sewerage’

2007

291

‘Karachi residents said
that within minutes of
the storm breaking, the
city's main road, Shahrae-Faisal, was blocked by
fallen debris, leading to
accidents and traffic

Karachi Strategic Development Plan 2020 is
released (deals with
explicitly with urban
flooding)

2009

272

"The entire city is disrupted," said Muhammad Aly Balagamwala, a
Karachi businessman.
"Most places lost power
for 28 to 30 hours, and

‘Cleanup efforts unfolded Monday in Pakistan's largest city,
Karachi, after torrential
monsoon rain over the
weekend killed dozens,

2011

280

‘Many streets were
impassable, cars were
stuck, several fuels
tations were inundated
and no visible efforts
were underway to drain
water’

‘The federal and Sindh
governments have
diverted billions of
rupees meant for flood
relief funds to members
of the Sindh Assembly
and the Benazir Income
Support Programme
(BISP) where these
funds, it is feared, will
be used for political
purposes’

2017

125.3

‘An estimated 40 people
died, and power, phones
and water supplies were
disrupted for days, in a
disaster believed to have
caused 300 billion Pakistan rupees ($2.8 billion)
in damage’

In August, about two
weeks before the flood,
Prime Minister Shahid
Khaqan Abbasi announced 25 billion
Pakistani rupees ($237
million) for a Karachi
development package
designed in part to
overhaul the city’s
ailing public infrastructure, including its
drainage and sewer
systems’

2019

323

‘...leaving large parts of
the southern city of
Karachi under water and
causing at least 17
deaths, officials
said...The death toll was
expected to rise as roads
and streets were still
flooded in some parts of
the city, making it impossible for rescuers to
reach the victims, Kazmi
added’

PM: Pakistan's government in Islamabad “is
drafting a comprehensive package to end the
decades of neglect and
suffering of the people
of this great metropolis,"

Monsoon season urban flooding has been a perennial issue for the city of Karachi since its inception.
While this may be partly because of topographic
characteristics ( such as the outflows of its drainage
system being below sea level), it is also because of
recurring cycles of preventative-inaction and the inadequacy of post-calamity measures. Despite differences in meteorological histories being accessed
( sources include Karachi Meteorological Department, Pakistan’s Journal of Meteorology, and news
reports ) It can be generally corroborated from multiple sources that in the past twenty years, there
have been eight major floods in the city, as seen in
the table on the left.
As this sampling of reports shows, each time it
floods, the city comes to a standstill: roads systems
and homes are inundated, and the economy is inevitably forced to stop. While it seems that no official
figures have been revealed for the specific extent of
damages in Karachi alone, estimates have ranged
from 71 million dollars to 449 million a day ( arrived
at using averaged daily GDP).
A commonly held misconception is that Karachi’s
urban flooding is an entirely recent phenomenon. In
reality, we can find evidence for the Navy needing to
be called in to assist in flood relief efforts as far back
as 1967, with the damage that year being 5 billion
rupees (according to KDA reports at the time). Similarly, in 1977 severe floods occurred in the floodplains of the Malir and Lyari rivers, resulting in the
homelessness of over 30,000 people and the temporary dislocation of 100,000 others. The deep historical presence of urban flooding in the city suggests
that while the issue may be exacerbated by recent
urban processes, to a large extent it is an inherent
consequence of the city’s natural topography.

hat becomes evident when examining the history of
Karachi’s urban flooding is just how cyclical the issue
and its responses really are: every other year the
same areas flood due to the same reasons, and elicit
the same panicked responses. As the table above
suggests, immense promises and resources have pe10

clusively on the surface), in others it has collected
to such an extent that it occupies much of the depth
of the water, clogging up gates and narrower pathways.
Again there is a lack of cooperation in formal sector,
which includes SSWMB, KMC , CBC and other government organizations and private limited companies. There are, however, collisions between formal
organizations and informal groups where informal
dumpsites are ‘rented out’ to scavengers to recycle
from. Often, these waste sorting sites are on the
bridges and borders of nalas, where scavengers can
conveniently deposit unrecyclable materials such as
2 Mil plastic bags and Tetrapaks into the drains.
These ventures are so profitable that scavenger
communities are reported to rarely have cars below
a mid-range sedan.
Much like with sewage, the structuring of waste
management organizations is an important part of
the problem: According to Ahmed Shabbar, CEO of
the waste management enterprise GarbageCAN, It
has become increasingly unclear whether SSWMB is
simply a regulatory authority or actually in charge of
cleaning up itself, his attempts to was denied however they have contracted out much work to agencies from China and Turkey The dependency of the
government on illegal recycling ventures also results
in many of the above problems and once solid
waste has entered the nala, it is unclear whose responsibility it becomes.
All the above results in the severe underprovision of
waste management infrastructure at all scales, from
collection points, to transfer stations and ultimately
landfill sites. For example, while Karachi is a large
city of 3,780 sq kms , it has only two landfill sites,
both next to each other and in District West. The
distance required to reach the sites for most is unreasonable and so the waste does not end up
properly disposed of. A similar underprovision of
solid waste services can be found in many of the
city’s Kaatchi Abadies: When residents have to travel several kilometers to find their nearest waste collection point, it becomes increasingly reasonable to
just dispose of waste in the nearest nala.
Psychology was revealed to play a big role. Since
water continuously flows in the drains( because of
persistent sewage-not persistent rain), it is natural
for most people to adopt an out-of-sight-out-ofmind approach, especially in areas where people
may have to travel several kilometers to find the
nearest waste collection point. Manzoor Colony residents pointed out that a ‘culture of hygiene' was
also a precondition to keeping the nalas clean,
which they claim is not currently part of the city’s
collective consciousness.
5) Issues with the Design of the Nalas
At the highest level, the absence of an integrative
master plan (or even complete information) that

combines all nalas at primary, secondary and tertiary scales means that no addition to the drainage
network will be designed with accurate information
of the flows it is dealing with. The best available information is from an OPP proposal in 2006.
The typology of the nalas was a recurring point of
criticism when speaking to stakeholders. Currently,
drains are either open-face or closed-face. Both
have significant issues:
Openface nalas encourage the deposition of waste,
especially in the absence of convenient waste management systems. In the face of previously described pressures,, such a design becomes the site
for the causal, commercial and accidental deposition
of waste.
Closed-face drains do not allow for easy maintenance or monitoring (lifting hundreds of concrete
lids) . This may be why seasonal cleaning is so rarely
conducted in certain parts of the city and why in
some areas there are high admission fees to go undertaking any sideline cleaning such as dredging.
While it could be argued that closed-face designs
prevent waste from entering the drain, the reality of
the situation is that waste can still enter from the
several openings and regular ventilation shafts that
do exist.
In some locations, waist-height walls on both sides
of the nala have been implemented to address these
issues through a quasi-hybridized design. However,
these walls do not fully prevent waste disposal in
the drains: most objects can still be thrown over the
walls and monitoring and cleaning is discouraged.
6) Failure of Housing Policies to Provide for the Urban Poor
While conventional impulse is quick to blame encroachments for narrowing the width of nalas, a
slightly longer look reveals that the encroachments
are actually a symptom of the long-standing failure
of the government’s housing policies to provide for
the urban poor.
This problem also has deep historical roots; Arif Hassan traces it back to the time period between 1947
and 1959 when the government ‘failed completely
in tackling the housing crises that the city faced’,
partly because the first development plan at the
time severely underprojected population growth by
almost 30 years, an error fuelled by the military government’s 1958 decision to industrialize karachi
which resulted in rapid rural to urban migration. Another recurrent problem in the welfare housing
schemes during this time was that that the market
interests constantly overrode those of the poor: The
Metroville area for example, was overtaken by the
middle class and the numerous KMP schemes were
disrupted by hugely influential Association of Builders and Developers (ABAD) who managed to subvert
government programs for the poor and change
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Nazimabad”, resulting in it flooding during the 2020
monsoon as well. The same can be said for the land
that was leased for residential schemes on both
sides of the Northern bypass, that are now subject
to flooding because of their location.
Beyond topography, there are also significant concerns regarding the reduction absorbency of land,
with current patterns of urbanization leaving no
room for the infiltration of rain, especially as agricultural areas are replaced with more profitable
commercial and residential areas removing much in
way of trees, rocks and foliage. These areas would
previously absorb rain into the ground but now
contribute further to the runoff. Indeed, in a recent
report Shoaib Ahmed (of the NED study)
A 2019 study on the effects of urbanization on the
Malir Basin (Zafar et al) echoed a similar sentiment
when they found that if current patterns of urbanization continue,’the urban area will ‘occupy all the
soil and barren lands in the watershed in 30–35
years from now...An expansion in the urban area
will also increase the elements at risk, and the vulnerability of the watershed to the floods will intensify’.
This urbanization also increases subsoil water pressure, reducing the ground’s absorptive capacity.
DHA based architect Ali Alam explained this aspect
of the problem when he said that ‘DHA has oversold
and overbuilt these environments to the point that
they are unsustainable’. After pointing to the role
basements play in increasing subsoil pressure he
went on to provide evidence:’when we dig a hole in
DHA Phase 6 to build a house, the water starts
gushing out with a pressure that is unprecedentedit never used to happen before’.
3) Underdeveloped Sewage Infrastructure
Silted sewage (composed of dissolved and solid substances) occupies approximately 60% of the actual
depth of much of the nala network, the settled contents consisting of a mixture of faeces, food particles, toilet paper, grease, oil, soap, salts, metals, detergents, sand and grit. Since about 70% of the substance is dissolved, it also thickens rainwater and
reduces the rate of flow. As such, the illegal yet
commonplace routing of sewage to nalas has been
identified as a primary cause of urban flooding by
stakeholders on both sides of the spectrum.
We can gauge the underperformance of the sewage
system (and by inference, the amount that is routed
into the nalas) by looking at the underutilization of
sewage treatment plants, where government authorities self-report that 64% of sewage is not
reaching its plants. As a result of this the nalas are
always flowing even in the absence of any rain.
While the foundations of this problem go deep into
post-partition patterns of ad-hoc subsistence development that resulted in over 70% of the city’s popu-

lation living in areas without access to sewerage
but close access to nalas, The contemporary roots
of this issue are primarily institutional in nature.
The main government organization in charge of
sewage, KWSB, runs on a for-profit financial model in an inherently unprofitable industry and is
therefore perennially lacking in funds (a continuous thread that emerged in all interviews regarding the body). The earlier discussed institutional
fragmentation also makes itself felt here, with numerous agencies such as KWSB, 6 cantonment
boards, DHA, KPT and others operating on the
city’s sewage without a shared master plan.
Furthermore, the actual development of sewage
systems is assigned to organizations other than
the ones in charge of maintaining and repairing
them, resulting in a divorce between high-level
planning and low-level feedback. In recent years
the industrialization of residential areas has also
added toxic chemicals to the sewage mix, compounding all the problems further by making the
sewerage more difficult to work with.
Shahid Saleem, ex Managing Director of KWSB
traced three recurrent patterns stemming from
institutional inadequacies that result in sewage
being routed into the rainwater drainage networks:
The first of these is the underprovision of sewage
lines by development authorities. Shahid Saleem
gives the example of private cooperative housing
societies such as the KMC Cooperative Housing
Society in Bath Island where there used to be a
serious problem of drainage that was resolved in
2005.
The second of these issues is when the existing
sewage infrastructure becomes unable to meet
demand because of land conversion or increase
in utilization as a result of the city’s growing population.
The third reason is that organizations in charge of
sewage do not have the resources to fix damage
to existing infrastructure, as a result of their broken revenue models (discussed earlier) and therefore resort to diverting or bypassing sewage to
nallahs to overcome the site issue of sewage overflow.
4) Underdeveloped Solid Waste Management
Infrastructure
The nalas have been forced into the role of defacto waste-receptacles for profitable informal
recycling efforts and communities underserved by
the city’s waste management systems, afforded
by the dysfunctionality of formal waste management institutions. While in many areas this solid
waste minimally affects the flow of the liquid being channeled (since most of its contents float ex30

riodically been directed towards resolving these issues with little to no avail. In light of this history
there is reason to believe unless there are significantly different external corrective measures, future
responses will cave to the same fate. As will be seen,
this paper proposes a more holistic integration of
multiple perspectives to be central to fixing this long
standing issue.
2020 floods and post-flood response in Karachi
Having covered the longer-term history of Karachi’s
urban flooding, This section lays out the immediate
context for the central conflict that this paper will be
exploring by introducing the numerous actors and
events that constitute it. A graphical chronology is
provided towards the end of the section.
August 24th-August 27th 2020 marked the period of
the heaviest rainfall recorded in Karachi as of date,
logging in at 354mm on a single day (August 25th)
and resulting in estimated losses of over Rs. 449 million as the economy came to standstill . Entire neighbourhoods were left inundated for weeks, powerlines had fallen over and more than 40 deaths were
recorded. The FWO attempted an emergency cleanup before the heaviest spell of rain hit, to little effect.
On November 19th, Manzoor colony residents were
met with short term warnings of anti-encroachment
drives and given two days to evacuate. The ensuing
drive was met with in a protest that turned violent,
but indefinitely postponed. The drives resumed on
january 4th on Mehmoodabad Nala (This time with
new, more ecologically conscious schematics that
were then further economized in a few days) , then
Gujjar and Orangi during the month of February
(alongside the basis of . In the months that followed
the drives were met with continued resistance in the
form of petitions and protests. Neighbouring communities endured numerous traumas such as evictions with insufficient reparations, equipmentrelated deaths and several cases of vehicles, persons
and animals falling into the nalas being operated on.
Alongside the heated narratives unfolding on the site
of the nalas, an epistemological debate was taking
shape in parallel. On September 4th 2020, ahead of
planned demolitions along the Manzoor Colony nala,
a Civil Society meeting decided to carry out its own
mapping to determine the number of houses needed
to be removed. (This paper will refer to research produced by this as the TTRC study). The findings that
were eventually produced stood in contrast to dominant narratives being acted on. They were presented internally on December 1st and to community
members on January 6th, and then again on 3rd february.
Operating on a similar timeframe as the TTRC study
was the research and delivery of the NED study, by
NED university. Reported to have been in production
since around October, its contents were formally

presented across the last few days of December and
early January. It was slightly after the Manzoor colony drive became active in January that NED’s more
economic schematics came into application.
A third actor was also revealed to enter the fray as
early as July in the form of the World Bank(through
various news reports). It was only officially announced on December 5th in the form of SWEEP
(Solid Waste Emergency and Efficiency Project), a
project whose emergency response component involved the cleaning of Karachi's nalas. Close ties between SWEEP, NED and the provincial government
were found. Once the connection gained general
acceptance around mid-March, concerned stakeholders and affectees attempted to leverage WB’s
extensive Environmental and Social Commitment
Plan to hold the acting agencies accountable.
While the world-bank initially explicitly denied any
involvement, it was later admitted that a contract
was in place for the cleaning of nalas through conditional retroactive financing, that was voided due to
breaches of the banks codes of conduct.
In order to understand the argumentative thrust of
some stakeholders, it is important to contextualize
the current anti-encroachment drives as continuations of a long-standing pattern of governmental exploitation of the urban poor, where government
schemes have continually extracted from the city’s
poorest populations in service of personal and market interests. These patterns of forced evictions
form a running theme in much of the discussion
surrounding urban-flooding prevention strategies,
so it would be useful to provide a brief overview of
some of the major cases:
Lyari expressway (begun in 2003 and completed in
2018) remains a highly charged topic. It was the one
of the largest urban demolition projects in the
world, requiring the displacement of 24,000 families
from 15,000 homes alongside the Lyari river in order
to accommodate a new transportation route. Similar
to the haste with which the 2020 anti-encroachment
drives were conducted, no notice or compensation
has been given to any of the victims when the demolitions occurred. 17 years later, there are still individuals who remain homeless because of the project.
While there was eventually an accompanying resettlement project that produced some housing
schemes more conventionally desirable than resident’s previous settlements (for example the complete provision of utilities and amenities), there
were also a percentage of displaced individuals who
were ‘virtually dumped in the open’ with no water,
electricity, gas nor any bus services connecting them
to the city. The themes of the current antiencroachment drives are echoed here as well.
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Three more contemporaneous cases include the
illegal development of the gated suburb of Bahria
Town ( a multi-billion rupee enterprise where manipulation of the law by the political elite and land
officials is being used to violently coerce landowners of real-estate that has been used by the
same families for several generations), the now rerouted Malir Expressway Project (Which was originally planned to require the demolition of 26 long
standing villages and localities until protests in early 2021 changed the scheme) and the ongoing Gentrification of Saddar under the World Bank’s Neighbourhood Project (under which 2,000 shops were
demolished and more than 4,000 hawkers displaced without any dialogue, compensation, or relocation).
The Critical Role of Women in Post-Flood Advocacy Efforts
It seems appropriate to highlight the important role
women played in these advocacy efforts across all
parts of the city, where they were able to critically
exercise their agency to achieve communal objectives in ways that males were not able to.
During the November anti-encroachment drives on
Manzoor colony, for example, women lay down
infront of their homes and restricted the demolition teams from progressing: ‘We knew that if men
actively resisted they could be jailed and physically
abused. We had told the ladies that since they had
already come, we have to represent the whole family’.
A similar situation emerged in DHA where several
women became the de-facto leaders of advocacy
efforts to hold the area authority accountable by
organizing and heading the protests, as well as operating as the public face of the efforts. This consolidated after FIRs were filed against exclusively men
at the protests.
Mapping the Chronology
On the following page is a timeline showing how
the actors and events chronologically aligned and
interacted, in the time period between the urban
flooding of 2020 and the production of this paper:
What becomes apparent from this chronological
representation is the strong correlation between
SWEEP’s key dates and the key dates of the antiencroachment drives: On November 11th the
SWEEP project appraisal document was published
and nearly a week later the first Manzoor Colony
anti-encroachment drive began. On December 7th
the anti-encroachment drives restarted just a day
before the bank approved the project. On 23rd february SWEEP funding was approved and three days
later the orangi nala anti-encroachment drive began. On March 15th a ‘Major Gujjar Nala drive’ was
launched and the same day the bank deems the
project ‘officially active’. It seems highly likely that

there was a strong relationship between SWEEP and
the anti-encroachment drives.
This is what the next segment will be dedicated to
investigating.
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evident when talking to Norman Arshad, Director of
Stormwater Drainage: A large copy of OPP and RTI’s
2005 city drainage map (framed on their office wall)
was being used. Not only is this map outdated
(missing many of the newer main drains built in
DHA since the mid 2000s)- it does not include any of
the secondary or tertiary drains, which total to over
545. This is not KMCs fault, but a symptom of circumstance of
Still on the subject of KMC, the intra-organizational
structuring also seems to be inadequate in meeting
the needs of the nalas. There seem to be at least
three different departments that hold stakes in the
nalas, including the Anti-Encroachment, Katchi Abadies, and Municipal Services departments. This situation was further exacerbated by the separation of
solid waste management services from the KMC in
2014, resulting in the formation of SSWMB (which
now deals with its own incapacity to deal with encroachments on its premises).
Nouman Ahmed traces back local fragmentation
partly to the military-enforced Devolution of Power
Plan (DOPP). Even after it was revoked, major planning and development institutions such as
KDA never returned to their original scope or agency, despite retaining the material capacity to do so.
As a result, the power vacuum left behind after the
termination of the City District Government
(established under the DOPP) was such that there
were many agencies that had parallel or overlapping areas of jurisdiction over the built environment,creating the fractured and dysfunctional conditions that characterize the current institutional
landscape.
Perhaps the most visceral confrontation with the
effects of this dysfunctionality was Rao’s frantic and
futile effort to figure out who to speak to regarding
the anti-encroachment drives in November : ‘We
spoke to the Sindh government about the antiencroachment drives in two days and they knew
nothing about the plan. The encroachment people
said they didn't know. But when Bashir Siddiqui, the
director of the anti-encroachment efforts said that
the orders were coming from NDMA: he didn’t
know why the drives were happening or what
would be built in its place. We asked KMC, Mazhar
Khan sahaab said that the homes that didn't have a
lease would be brought down. All authorities said
that it was NDMA's doing, but no one from NDMA
spoke to us.’

2) Modification of Natural Basin Hydrology
A drainage basin is an area of land where precipitation collects and drains off into a common outlet,
which in Karachi's case is the Arabian sea. Natural
basin hydrology refers to the way water is handled
by Karachi's natural topography.
Karachi’s topography is naturally contoured to drain
precipitation into the Arabian sea, including the ravines and rivers that define its rain-water drainage
infrastructure. According to numerous studies and
convergent observations, there is conclusive evidence that the city’s extensive natural drainage system is being increasingly compromised as a result of
unchecked urbanization, resulting in the urban
flooding of areas previously immune to inundation.
The absence of any integrative development plan
(or even project-specific site research ) that accounts for this flow of water means that most of the
topographically significant developments and projects in the city effectively worsen urban flooding by
disturbing the logic the current drainage infrastructures depends on.There have been attempts to enforce development plans in the past with little success.
There are numerous examples of such megaprojects
that disrupt the city’s natural basin hydrology causing collateral damage. One of these constructions is
the Northern Bypass in the Kirthar range that continues to inundate a portion of the Super Highway
because it obstructs the original path of the nearby
hill torrent called Lath River. Another case that is
the construction of a route for the Greenline BRT,
which was reported to have played a significant role
in the urban flooding of its surrounding area by
blocking off water’s access to the Gujjar Nala network. Landgrabbing also falls under modification of
natural basin hydrology. A major example of this is
how the 2 km wide outfall of the Malir river has
been reduced to an 80’ nala to accommodate demand for upscale housing in DHA phase 7. Such a
drastic change. While not a topographic change, an
interviewee also pointed out how the removal of
mangroves near American embassy in Clifton also
removed an essential barrier to the prevention of
backwater flow.
Even when topography is not modified, negligence
of the context’s hydrology results in localized urban
flooding when structures are built in the way of the
natural path of water flow: For example, Naya
Nazimabad was built on top of the long-standing
Manghopir lake and was consequently inundated
for several weeks during the 2020 monsoon. Bhaira
town was also subject to a similar fate: Topography
expert Jamil kazmi notes that Bahria Town was also
built by cutting into hills and heavy rocks that disrupt that natural flow of water, “No comprehension
of proper terrain was taken into consideration before the construction of Bahria Town and Naya
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Month

Perspectives: Problems Identified

Nala Cleanup
Measures
NA/7th

July

August

3rd

Civil Society

Affected Communities

SWEEP Stakeholder Engagement Plan + Environmental
and Social Commitment Plan

Anti-encroachment
drive on Gujjar Nala

24th-27th

Introduction
Having explained, compared, and evaluated the two
primary takes on Karachi’s urban flooding, this
study will now attempt to contextualize the arguments presented in both the reports through a
broader consolidation of perspectives.
During interviews and research, it was found that all
the problems that produce the city’s continued crises of urban flooding can be broadly organized into
six categories: 1) Fragmentation of control 2) Modification of natural basin hydrology 3)
Underdeveloped sewage infrastructure 4)
Underdeveloped solid waste management infrastructure 5)Issues with the design of nalas and 6)
Failure of housing policies to provide for the poor.
We will now run through each of them individually
before examining how they interact with each other.
1) Fragmentation of Control
The lynchpin cause for Karachi’s recurrent urban
flooding is the absence of necessary communication between institutions across vertical hierarchies
(federal, provincial and local governments) and horizontal networks (Different district and municipal
organizations), meaning that the unified response
needed to the multitude of issues converging on the
flooding of the nalas cannot materialize.
At the most macro level, the federal, provincial and
local governments are each run by different political
parties whose competitive electoral motivations
often result in zero-sum interactions. Examples of
this dynamic playing out could be seen in interactions between the Sindh and Federal governments
during the aftermath of the 2020 floods. Seasonal
cleanups could not be conducted because the provincial government did not supply funds to local authorities, and once the flooding had occurred Minister Shibli Faraz (of the federal government) expressed mistrust when he said “We cannot give
even a penny to Sindh [the Sindth Government] for
the flood victims unless we are told about the exact
losses”.
While much of the dissonance between levels of
government does emerge from contemporary party
dynamics, it should be understood that it is also the
consequence of deep-rooted issues in constitutional

World Bank SWEEP Project

law. Syed Akhtar Ali Shah highlights this when he
points out that it is constitutionally the
‘responsibility of the Government of Sindh and
the local government to provide civic amenities to
their citizens, which of course include waste management, desilting and clearance of drains’ however, when it comes to ‘calamities’ (under which
urban flooding may be included) the ‘the NDMA
has its own role to play. The authority has its own
National Disaster and Risk Management plan. According to the Act and plan, the PDMA and the
District Disaster Management Authority (DDMA)
are the coordinating units.’This creates a gray area in responsibility due to fragmentation of control: Provincial government and local government
institutions are effectively incentivized to outsource routine maintenance work (which requires
regular expenditure) to national and quasiprovincial bodies by allowing issues to fester until
they can be categorized as a ‘calamity’, at which
point the NDMA is obligated to step in and perform retroactive cleanups and repairs. The provincial component of the NDMA,the PDMA, benefits
from large donations from numerous international organizations, meaning that its expenditure
does not fall on provincial governments as heavily.
Zooming in from the scale of federal and provincial governments to that of municipal-level organizations, we can see that this pattern of institutional fragmentation repeats itself here as well:
There are dozens of organizations (and subdivisions within organizations) tasked with direct
and indirect engagement with the nala system,
including KMC, KDA, CBC and numerous DMCs,
who control the tertiary drains. Not only is there a
lack of coordination between these entities, but
there also seems to be a lack of intraorganizational preparedness to effectively address
the complexity of nala maintenance and upkeep.
For example, take the city planning authority
KMC, who control 33% of Karachi’s urbanized area. In talking to their municipal services department, it was disclosed that there are several
drains under an uncertain ownership status between KDA and KMC. This lack of interorganizational communication became even more
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September

4th

October

Anti-encroachment
drive on Gujjar Nala

NA

4th

December

7th

February

Anti-encroachment
drives on Manzoor
Colony Nala

Residents protest antiencroachment drive along
Gujjar Nala

3th

SSWMB+ SWEEP ESMF Published

11th

Project Appraisal Document
Published

4th

Successful protests staged by
Manzoor Colony residents
suspend the drives

Manzoor Colony anti 8th Official Bank approval date
-encroachment drive
for SWEEP
resumes
28th-2nd

January

4th

NED Study Reportedly Begun
(NED team confirmed their
involvement with SWEEP)

November
19th

Civil Society meeting
where TTRC Study was
commissioned

NED Studies presented

11th

Gujjar Nala drive begins

26th

Orangi Nala drive begins

23rd

6th

TTRC Study presented
internally

6th

TTRC Study presented to
community

Funding approved

March

1st
4th
15th

‘Major Gujjar Nala
Drive’ launched

15th

Official active date

29th

Bank denies involvement
with the drives

Orangi Nala protests

Letters and Petitions to
Bank to hold it accountable for the drives
20th

Protests at Gujjar Nala

April
19th

World Bank + Civil Society
meetings

May

21st

June

4th

Drives on Orangi and
Gujjar Nala halted on
court orders
Drives Resumed
13

The Case for World Bank Accountability

Introduction
While the previous section began to extract correlations between the activity of World Bank’s SWEEP
project and the controversial anti-encroachment
drives, this section of the paper aims to explicate
the case for SWEEP’s accountability in more detail.
It will determine the extent to which the World
Bank is actually involved in the schemes and explain
how the legal conditions of their involvement have
been breached and provide a case for their continued accountability despite their self-distancing from
what has transpired. Successfully holding the World
Bank accountable is important because its Environmental and Social Framework (ESF) affords the reparations, dialogues and capacity for epistomological
revisions that (especially the affected) stakeholders
have been lobbying for since the start of the antiencroachment drives.
The case for the Bank’s Involvement
As it stands, the Bank is operating as an omnipresent agent in the city, being actively engaged in over
6 different projects that affect about a third of the
city’s population. These projects span water, sewage, transport, waste, commerce and livability.
Mahim Maher calculates that these schemes place
the city in a debt of $1,078,000,000. Since the Bank
rarely discloses the exact boundaries of its projects,
The basic case to be made from this data is that the
Bank’s nebulous pervasiveness in the city can only
be fitted to an equally pervasive degree of accountability.
This sprawling roster of active projects includes the
Karachi Neighborhood Improvement Project (KNIP),
Competitive and Livable City of Karachi Project
(CLICK), Karachi Mobility Project (KMP), Karachi Water and Sewerage Services Improvement Project
(KWSSIP), Solid Waste Emergency and Efficiency
Project (SWEEP), and the Second Karachi Water and
Sewerage Services Improvement Project (KWSSIP
2).

proved on 8th December 2020, and been made
effective from 2nd March 2021. The project’s current closing date stands at 30th June 2025. It is divided into two components. The first is an emergency response phase, which aims to ‘mitigate high
flood risks linked to the 2020 monsoon and caused
by accumulation of solid waste in natural drainage
channels’ and ‘reduce public health risks and exposure to poorly managed COVID-19 contaminated
waste, for which $20 million has been allocated.
This is the part that directly relates to the antiencroachment drives (The second component is the
medium-to-long-term phase, which aims to improve
critical solid waste management infrastructure and
service delivery to ‘address the underlying risk factors leading to recurring emergency flooding situations).
There is enough evidence to confirm the involvement of SWEEP in the damaging anti-encroachment
drives, even though the actual status of financial
involvement remains unclear. This evidence comes
by way of leaked documents, direct phone-calls and
news reports. What can be said for certain is that
the documentation and strategizing for the antiencroachment drives was produced in correspondence with the SWEEP project team.

IMAGE OF NED REPORT ADDRESSING SWEEP

This paper is concerned with SWEEP. SWEEP is a
$100 million World Bank Project with the goal of
upgrading Karachi’s critical solid waste infrastructure to reduce urban flooding and public health
risks; The project is documented to have been
14
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Recent attempts to hold SWEEP accountable to their
own framework have produced public responses
from the Bank claiming ‘World Bank financing cannot be used for any activities in areas that have
been impacted by the anti-encroachment drive’.
This non-identification with acts of displacement
goes against their own documentation, which actively anticipates and prepares for such displacement at numerous places, firstly through warning
that ‘Major social risks are also due to encroachment issues’, acknowledging the need for ‘possible
resettlement at project sites’ and secondly, invoking
the resettlement framework.
Furthermore, SWEEP’s claim to disengage with the
retroactive financing of cleanup-project after the
supposed violation of codes of conduct (which we
have shown to actually be absorbed into them) still
does not stand, because their own documentation
anticipates such violations through a corrective action plan: ‘Retroactive financing will be approved
and made available upon implementation of the corrective action plan based on the audit findings’
Any attempt at outsource responsibility (by attributing an unforeseen action to a contracted entity)
also would not work because SWEEPs documentation holds that the project team has to absorb all
responsibility.
What becomes clear is that there is both evidence
and legislation that holds SWEEP accountable to the
anti-encroachment drives and cleanup efforts. We
speculate that the SWEEP project team opted to
completely disengage from the cleanups after government teams mishandled the anti-encroachment
drives, rather than dealing with the troubles of the
required corrective action plan. We therefore continue to appeal to SWEEP’s ESCP as a much needed
legislative conscience.
Violated Codes of Conduct
Now that we have made the case for SWEEP’s inextricability from the anti-encroachment drives, we
are in a position to go over the exact manner in
which the World Bank's extensive codes of conduct
have been violated. This preliminary act will hopefully help lay the groundwork for better implementation of these standards in future projects and their
retroactive fulfillment wherever possible.
In total, we have identified 5 major violations. The
importance of adhering to them is explicated at the
start of schedule 2 of WB's Environmental and Social

Standards:
'the Borrower shall, and shall cause the Project Implementing Entity to, ensure that the Project is implemented in accordance with the Environmental
and Social Commitment Plan (“ESCP”), in a manner
acceptable to the Bank'.
There are strict penalties for not complying with the
ESCP and they are extensively elaborated in the
Bank’s documentation on administrative sanctions.
Having made clear the legislative weight of these
standards, we are now in a position to explicate the
ones that have been breached and briefly document
the consequences.
1) ‘The Borrower shall, and shall cause the Project
Implementing Entity to, establish, publicize, maintain
and operate an accessible grievance mechanism, to
receive and facilitate resolution of concerns and
grievances of Project-affected people, and take all
measures necessary and appropriate to resolve, or
facilitate the resolution of, such concerns and grievances, in a manner acceptable to the Bank.’
No such grievance mechanism has been made, let
alone been made accessible. Interviews and hearings from community members whose areas have
undergone anti-encroachment drives report the
stress of not being able to find any way to contact
those in-charge. Rafaqat Rao, whose community in
Manzoor Colony was subjected to antiencroachment drives detailed in the NED study, recounts difficult and futility of trying to make his concerns heard: ‘We spoke to the Sindh government
about the anti-encroachment drives in two days and
they knew nothing about the plan. The antiencroachment people said they didn't know. But
when Bashir Siddiqui, the director of the antiencroachment efforts, said that the orders were
coming from NDMA he didn’t know why the drives
were happening or what would be built in its place...
All authorities said that it was NDMA's doing, but no
one from NDMA spoke to us’.
2) Carry out Environmental and Social Audit engaging third party consulting firm to review the compliance status of emergency operation...with the
Bank’s Environment and Social Standards (ESSs)...
Retroactive financing will be approved and made
available upon implementation of the corrective action plan based on the E&S audit findings
In the absence of any on-the-ground evidence of
third party investigation teams (in conducting necessary interviews, on-site investigations etc), it ap-
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pears that no audit has been conducted on the activity that has taken place so far.
The absence of a third-party auditing system has
had significant repercussions. Firstly, without the
capacity for self-correction within the project, all
forms of feedback will be external and met with resistance-as has been. Indeed, much of this paper
would not have needed to be written had there
been an audit and the production of a corrective
action plan based on its findings.
As we shall see, this has allowed for many problems
to proliferate deep into the operation: The information being used to helm the project has been allowed to remain (at least partly) inaccurate despite
the insistence by civil society to reevaluate their
knowledge base. Furthermore, the misconduct of
anti-encroachment drives has been allowed to constantly repeat itself while remaining deaf to the
problems it is creating.
3)Prepare and submit to the Bank regular monitoring reports on the environmental, social, health and
safety (ESHS) performance of the Project, including
but not limited to, the implementation of the ESCP,
status of preparation and implementation of E&S
management tools /documents required under the
ESCP, stakeholder engagement activities, and functioning of the grievance mechanism(s).
While the earliest project documents revealed an
estimated board date of October, the official project
start date was reported as March 15th. By moving
the project start date to March, all progress indicators in the monitoring reports have conveniently
been reset to 0%, avoiding admission of error.
While this does allow the Bank to disassociate from
the pre-March anti-encroachment drives (which we
have shown were conducted under expectation of
retroactive financing from SWEEP), it does create a
new problem: Where did the $20 million allocated
for nala cleanup go?
It is not as if the anti-encroachment drives since its
start date in March have remedied the patterns displayed before, so we doubt the SWEEP project team
will include those in its portfolio either. What becomes apparent is that SWEEP will have to make a
difficult choice between including the antiencroachment drives in its progress sheets or admitting to a colossal failure in having gone from
planning to clean practically all of the city’s drains to
cleaning virtually none.
4)Identifying the concerns of stakeholders and helping the government find a solution, as well as reaching out to communities if needed by implementing
agencies...Karachi has a vibrant NGO sector, includ-

ing a number of organizations which are particularly
concerned with urban development issues. Prominent among these are the Urban Resource Center
(URC), the Orangi Pilot Project (OPP), Shehri among
others... Consultations with them will be an important element in the project going forward.
Had consultations with these bodies been carried
out, corrective feedback through community and
expert engagement could have been integrated into
the process, significantly reducing the inefficiencies
and gross inaccuracies that have emerged (the miscounting of marked homes, absence of complete on
-the-ground information etc). In our current situation, we have only confirmed SWEEP’s actions in
the anti-encroachment drives through protracted
detective work and were able to secure meetings
with the Bank after weeks of advocacy.
As of now, lack of stakeholder engagement has resulted in a scheme that has remained comfortably
distanced to the complicated demands of the situation and (as we shall see in the next section) is in
high likelihood rife with methodological limitations
that have created large inefficiencies.
5) In case the E&S Audit... finds any impacts on livelihood and/or physical displacement (in keeping
with ESS5) under Component 1, compensation for
the affected person(s), in accordance with the RF
[Resettlement Framework], will be included in the
Corrective Action Plan based on the E&S audit findings.

tion including the prioritization of Manzoor colony
over other sections of the nala and not seriously
exploring the role of the DHA side of the nala in the
flooding of the entire Mehmoodbad drainage system.
What this Critique Means for the TTRC and NED
Studies
Such a critique is not to say that the TTRC study is
flawless-far from it. Perhaps its biggest flaw is that it
cannot be critiqued because the findings have not
been published in a single, consolidated form, making it difficult to meaningfully engage with: There
are many scattered notes, presentations, photographs, measurements and conversations that collectively constitute the TTRC study, making it sufficiently diffuse to be exempt from any real criticism. It has been a secondary aim of this paper to
make concrete the main claims of this study so that
its position can be constructively dialogued with.
This critique of the NED’s research has raised several foundational concerns with the study, including
the high likelihood of inadequate data on several
fronts (such as ground height data and nala schematics), several areas of critical oversight (including
the roles of sewage and backwater flow), confounding logical dissonance on the most basic premises
(drains need to get wider as more water enters) and
some more miscellaneous concerns such as selection bias at multiple scales and evidence suggestive
of premeditated outcomes.

The resettlement framework has not been carried
out because the because the audit has not been
conducted: This means that even the most basic information required for such a framework, such as
the number of families affected by the scheme, is
not available.
Interviews from each site of displacement surface
narratives where residents had to vacate their property without any reparation or any place to go to.
Many of these individuals are still struggling to find
their footing months later. Indeed, remained even
when the homes were being broken.
Those who did receive compensation, however, disclosed exploitatively low reparation payments
of Rs.90,000 in an area where property prices average at around Rs.600,000.
It was only in April, over 6 months after the antiencroachment where in full-swing that a committee
was formed to ‘plan the resettlement of displaced
families’.
Moving Forward
16
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Proposed Location of Material Interventions is Upstream:

DIAGRAM SHOWING HOW
WIDENING EFFORTS DO NOT
AFFECT THE REST OF THE
SYSTEM

The Manzoor colony community is insistent that
even a cursory look at the layout of the drainage
system in question reveals that the infrastructural
health of the Nala at Manzoor colony should not
bear any direct impact on the rest of the system. In
fact, it is easy to infer that the un-clogging of the
Manzoor Colony stretch would actually worsen the
rest of the channel because more fluid would be
allowed to enter it.
Problem Type 3: Miscellaneous Causes for Concern
Convergent Evidence of No One-the-ground Research:
The NED report is itself not clear about the extent
to which it included on-the-ground research: On
one hand, it explicitly mentions performing a
'Realtime Kinematic Survey'- a process that requires
personnel to physically move measuring equipment
over the area being surveyed. While on the other
hand, the report also mentions explicit usage of aerial mapping methods. These include the
'Demarkatations of alignments' using GNSS satellite
systems, and the usage of digital elevation models
(DEM) for offset contouring 'Due to dense settlements at areas along the Nallahs'.
Both ground-based and aerial methods seem to
overlap in the datasets they produce and it is unclear how NED could have cleanly integrated them
without a large margin of error and distortion (for
example, it is likely that the elevation data came
with its own set of alignments and heights which
may have been different from on-the-ground studies).
Manzoor colony residents suggest that this dilemma
may have never been faced, however, because they
had never seen any NED researchers on site. ‘What
we had heard was that NED university would be
setting up a camp over here... This did not happenthey just bought a drone from over there’. This sentiment is echoed numerous other communities

affected by the anti-encroachment drives, whose
effects can be seen in the gross misidentification
of family property boundaries.
Explaining why this happens, Mohommad Sirajuddin of the Technical Training Resource Center
(TTRC) says that top-down, drone-based views
cannot sufficiently understand the complex, dimensional ways in which property is divided in
Kaatchi abadies. There is no way to properly know
where one home ends and the other starts without consulting community members.
This produces one pressing question : How had
the depth of the Nalas been measured without
actually being on-site? The NED study has over
thirteen sectional measurements over the length
of the Manzoor colony Nala. Certainly, their aerial
tools can't measure depth through the covered
stretches of the Nala, and it seems likely that in
open stretches the depth of sewage (reported to
be as much as 6 feet in some cases) interferes
with aerial equipment from gauging the true
depth of the original infrastructure.
The Construction of an Expressway along the Nala
was preemptively recommended :
On December 29th, NED delivered a presentation
on their completed Mehmoodabad research, after
which they announced dates for Gujjar and Organi portions of the studies. While the Gujjar analysis was not yet complete, the salience of an expressway running-along the Gujjar Nala was remarked on. Such an inclusion sparks several questions.
Firstly, why has transportation policy found its
way into a strictly hydrological study of the Nalas?
This leads to the second question of what the exact nature and scope of the NED study truly is.
Here It becomes a plausible concern that the anti
-encroachment drives on Gujjar Nala were the
result of a premeditated plan to clear enough
space for an expressway, especially in light of the
earlier noted history of the government's exploitative relationship with the urban poor.
Selection Bias in Encroachments and Blockages
Represented:
The TTRC study has found significant selection bias in the encroachment and blockages identified
in the NED study. Governmental and infrastructural encroachments such as the CPLC office built
on a drain at PECHS block 6 and the Nursery Flyover’s foundations being built on a drain, have
gone unaccounted for. The numerous encroachments on the main drain at defence phase 7 have
also gone accounted for.
In fact, this argument for selection bias can be applied to many of the earlier arguments in this sec24

This section has made the case for why the World
Bank’s continued accountability for the 2020 antiencroachment drives should be ensured.
As we move towards discussing the contents of the
research produced, the Bank’s policies should be
kept in mind to remind us that contents of the
studies are still technically subject to revision and
their implementation subject to corrective action,
under the umbrella of the Bank’s legislation.
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Comparative Overview of the NED and TTRC
Studies
Introduction
While much of the discussion so far focuses on the
manner in which flood-response policies have been
conducted, the rest of this paper deals with the
core epistemological debate over what causes urban flooding and how to best resolve it.
The 2020 post-flood response included the production of two opposing studies on the causes and solutions to urban flooding.
The first of these is the TTRC study. Decided upon at
a Civil Society meeting (A Joint Action Committee
composed of many of the city’s NGOs), an investigation was conducted towards discovering the causes
of urban flooding. This effort was a collaboration
between the resources and knowledge of SSUET,
mapping expertise of TTRC, the communityrelations of URC, and the on-the-ground experiences of affected communities. The complete contents
have not yet been consolidated in any definitive,
written report format but have been presented to
community members and civil society representatives several times, and are open to distribution upon request.
Produced just after the TTRC study was what is colloquially known as the NED Report: a set of empirical analysis on the waterflow in Gujjar, Orangi and
Mehmoodabad drainage systems that exist as part
of a larger mapping and documentation exercise of
the city’s drainage systems. This project was contracted to NED by the provincial government and
was conducted by a project team consisting of the
Vice Chancellor, professors, assistance professors
and numerous other supporting staff. While the nature of its relationship with the WB’s SWEEP program remains unclear, it operates as an evaluative
component that helps aid the decision making of a
long chain of government actors including the
NDMA and NESPAK. The data produced in the form
of booklets and presentations was to remain confidential, but has since been leaked.
These two studies form the two poles that anchor
much of the debate surrounding the nala reconstruction efforts including questions of the necessity
of displacement, sequence of intervention and the
actual areas in which to intervene. Properly understanding both of them is critical to arriving at an understanding of how core information is to be han-

dled. The following segment will provide such an
understanding through comparing the studies
through the lenses of methodology, causes identified, and solutions provided. Critiques will follow.
(While for the purposes of this paper we will focus
only on the Manzoor colony stretch of the nala,
the analysis of the studies can be applied to their
approach towards the other areas they studies as
well).
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which generated considerable backwater flow
starting at the outflows at DHA Phase 7. Considering
the absence of any such mention regarding backwater flow or high tide in the NED study, as well as
the fact that the flood map simulations visibly terminate at Korangi (several kilometers before the
water enters into the Malir river), It appears very
likely that the influence of backwater flow was not
included as part of the simulations resulting in potentially misguided problem formulation and solutions.
Sewage Not Accounted For:
A recurring claim during all interviews was that
Sewage occupies about 60% of the original depth of
the Nalas (these interviewees included independent
researchers, KWSB workers and KMC directors).
It is a significant oversight then, that no mention of
sewage can be found in NED's documents despite
them mentioning removing solid-waste during simulations. We can see how large an impact the removal of solid waste has in the simulated flood
maps.
Indeed, many researchers, stakeholders and community activists hold sewage to be the primary
cause of the compromised drainage system, above
encroachments and solid waste. This is because, as
Fazal Noor from Sir Syed University explains
through his on-site observations, sewage has the
greater t material density compared to solid waste
products (which mostly tends to flow on the surface) and therefore silts on the ground, reducing
the depth available for rainwater.
With over a 100% increase in nala depth after sewage-removal , it is easy to imagine that the required
widening of Manzoor colony Nala would have been
significantly less, reducing the social and economic
costs of the project.
Such a solution is not out of the question Prior to
presenting their reports, NED did indeed consider
increasing the depth (which we assume involves
removing silted sewage) rather than widening,
when theys aid “We are going to work on increasing the depth of the Mehmoodabad Nullah to improve the flow of water on normal days as well during the monsoon season,” Prof Qadir explained.
Problem Type 2: NED’s Results Conflict With Intuitive Logical Deductions
Proposed Nala Width Does Not Widen as Fluid is
Added to the System:
Had the nalas been operating with sufficient tolerances, such particularities would not have been an
issue. The situation stands, however, that even
NED’s proposal anticipates a certain degree of
flooding, so we are looking at strictly staticificing
conditions.

In order to keep a nala from flooding, the rate of
flow of each section has to be at least equal to the
rate of flow of the previous section it is receiving
water from, or else water will start accumulating
and eventually overflow.

DIAGRAM SHOWING INTERSECTION BETWEEN 120’ KORANGI DRAIN AND 80’ DHA
DRAIN

It then makes sense that as more water is added to
a system (by means of smaller branching Nalas), the
dimensions should increase at least proportionately. However, this is not the case. Independent research (and NED's own measurements, to a certain
extent) reveal that Nala width does not widen as
more fluid is added.
The most obvious example is the narrowing of the
primary stretch from over 120’ before korangi to a
strict 80’ for the entirety of the DHA segment. NED’s
report did not identify this as a problem, for reasons
we do not understand. By the above provided logic,
it is clear this would produce flooding.
Indeed, even individuals from KMC were puzzled
DHA’s decision to let a larger drain (the 120’+ section prior to Korangi) flow into a smaller one.
Even then,the width of the phase 7 drain remains a
constant 80' wide despite 3 secondary drains (from
DHA phase 4, Rahat Commercial and Seher Commercial) routing rainwater and sewage into it.
The same analytical oversight is repeated over the
system of secondary and tertiary nalas that intersect with Manzoor colony, where their gates and
channels have been observed to get consecutively
narrower.
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Critiquing the NED Study

Introduction
Now that we have objectively covered and compared the contents of both studies, we are in a
place to put forward a preliminary critique of the
NED’s work. This is important because (as was explained in the above chronology) many Civil Society
and community stakeholders found significant issues with the knowledge that was produced by the
government contracted study-the knowledge that is
being applied directly to the planning of socioenvironmentally costly anti-encroachment drives.
The following section aims to articulate the existing
concerns stakeholders have raised with regards to
the study, as well as produce several new points of
inquiry where found relevant.
While this is primarily a critique of the NED study,
the boundaries of the critique should first be established.This should not be confused with antagonism
towards the research team at NED: Indeed, we have
maintained cordial communication in the earlier
stages of writing this report (though very little information was actually disclosed) and hold throughout
our analyses that the actual hydrological simulations conducted were earnest.It is hoped that this
preliminary critique is read as a constructive component towards collective problem solving. Further
dialogue
Problem Type 1: Potential Inaccuracies in Hydrological Simulations
Resolution of DEMs is likely to be insufficient:
Digital elevation models (DEMs) were used as an
essential input in all of the simulations conducted in
the study. When creating flood maps and simulations for areas as granular and complex in character
as kaatchi abadies, an equally detailed data set is
required for it to be useful.
However, In a recent 2020 study of the vertical accuracy of freely available ground height data, it was
found that the even best DEMs returned a median
error of 5 meters and outliers errors of 14m in areas
where the reliefs were more complicated. If the
depth of the Nala is around 7 feet, a median error
of 5m (16.4’) means that the average vertical margin of error is over 200%, rendering the simulations
to be of little practical utility.
While the NED study does not explicitly mention

where it obtains its data sets from, It seems highly
probable that such a data set obtained from the
ASTER website, judging by similar hydrological studies conducted by an author of the NED study on Karachi. This dataset was the worst ranked amongst
competing DEMs when it came to vertical accuracy
testing.
Schematics being used for simulations are likely to
be outdated:

Comparing Methodology
Both the studies have employed significantly different methodological approaches because of difference in objectives:The immediate objective of the
NED study was to check the adequacy of the geometric cross sections of the drainage network using
an empirical approach. As such, it relied on drone
photography and topographic + meteorological data
that fed into water flow simulations. It seems as
though the final report only dealt explicitly with nala
width and solid waste as the two variables that can
be modified (despite reports that they were also
considering depth). The base map used was sourced
from a 2005 OPP study.
The TTRC survey,on the other hand, was conducted
Aspect of Process
Problem Formulation

with the more general goal of finding all-manners of
causes behind the flooding of nalas, and produced
intuited solutions drawing from on-the-ground evidence through observation, measurements (using a
Total Station Machine for accurate readings and
measurement tapes for expedited secondary data)
and community participation. Community participation was conducted primarily through community
leaders, but information was corroborated with others to check for biases, The base map used was
sourced from Google Maps.
Understanding these methodological differences is
critical because it is from these foundations that
both reports arrive at such different conclusions as
to what the problems are and what to do about
them.

NED Report
The main objective was to
determine by what dimension the nala was to be widened

TTRC Study
The main objective was to
determine why certain areas
flood during monsoon

Area above Korangi

Entirety of Mehmoodabad
drainage system. There was a
particular focus on these are-

OPP basemap (2005)

Google Map basemap

Global Elevation Data (GED)
(downloaded)

Total Station Machine

Scope of Study

DIAGRAM SHOWING MISSING
DRAINS IN DHA
Method of Collecting Data

Several additions to the Mehmoodabad drainage
network that have been built after the 2006 OPP
base map used by NED have not been added to
NED’s drain network database, as is apparent on
the plans they have presented. These include several main drains that take water from DHA Phase 2
extension, DHA Phase 4 and and Sehar Commercial
Area and feed into the primary north-south channel
of the mehmoodabad drainage network.
It seems possible that the omission of these drains
in the simulations is likely to have had decisive repercussions on several of the report’s most pivotal
decisions, such as giving the southern half of the
drainage network a pass on the initial adequacy
test, which seemed to exempt it from as rigorous an
investigation as the area above Korangi.
Probable Lack of Accounting for Backwater Flow in
Simulations:
Multiple parties claim that an essential condition
for the 2020 floods was the unusually high sea level,
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Drone-captured imagery

Tape Measure (to expedite
secondary measurements)

Methods of Engagement

NA

Extensive engagement with
community leaders corroborated against other residents

Method of Arriving at Solution

Hydrological and hydraulic
simulations

Logical inference and photographic evidence

Publication and Transparency Formal reports and presentations have been produced.Knowledge produced
has been selectively disseminated through presentation
media.

Knowledge produced has
been disseminated through
presentation. No compiled
version of all documents produced. Information is available for public disclosure upon request
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Comparing Causes identified
As a result of the methodological differences discussed above, the TTRC study identified a range of
problems contributing towards the flooding of nalas
that were not within the scope of the NED report. In
many cases, however, this does not mean that findings of the NED report oppose what the TTRC study
suggests, it simply means that the problems the
TTRC study identified were outside the scope of
NED’s explicit consideration.
For example, the NED study may imply that drains
require cleaning, but not see the need to explicitly
mention the blockages of some gates and solid
waste recycling efforts in the way the TTRC study
does because these specifics and socio-economic
entanglements do not concern its aims, and therefore do not fall within the scope of its methodology.
The difference in scope also leads to the NED study
excluding many of the more hairier problems that
the TTRC study identifies, such as the modification
of the city’s natural basin hydrology, land reclamation and drain blockages at DHA and institutional
dysfunction are outside direct concern for strictly
empirical approach taken by NED.
Another difference in scope appears in the types of
encroachments the reports highlight. While the NED
study pointed out residential, commercial and religious encroachments, the TTRC also pointed out
government encroachments such as a police station
and the column of a flyover.
There are, however, several areas of direct contention between the problems identified by both the

studies.
The first of these has to do with flood maps generated and what they infer. NED’s study used a
simulation to generate flood maps where the
overflow appeared to roughly be an offset of the
drain itself. This positions the drainage system as
the main problem. The TTRC study on the other
hand, documented floodmarks on buildings and
resident reports to generate a ‘flood map’ of its
own that shows a much wider range of affected
areas, suggesting that the source of the problems
is not exclusively the drainage system.
The second point of contention is the extent to
which the flooding of the Manzoor Colony should
be prioritized. While a large percentage of the encroachments NED marked for demolition were
from the Manzoor colony stretch of the Nala, the
TTRC study makes the case that since Manzoor
colony is on the upstream tail-end of the Nala, its
flooding is largely inconsequential to the network
as a whole.
The third and final point of contention deals with
the extent to which the stretch of nala beyond
Korangi road (which mostly includes defence
phase 7) is responsible for the flooding of the entire Mehmoodabad system. While the NED report
deems this area as ‘adequate in hydraulics’exempting it from any future reparative operations, the TTRC study finds significant problems in
this area: Amongst these issues are the blocked
drainage gates at Gizri creek (of which only five of
eighteen are functional),the unchanging width
despite multiple flows being added to the main
nala, and the reduction of sea level depth at
outfalls.

Problems Identified

NED Report

TTRC Study

Areas Flooded

NED FLOODMAP
DIAGRAM
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TTRC FLOODMAP
DIAGRAM

Only areas neighbouring the
main nalas were flooded

List of all flooded areas

Encroachments on Nalas

Katchi Abadi, commercial,
religious

Katchi Abadi, commercial,
religious, government institutions, civic infrastructure, land
-grabbing in DHA

Modification of City’s Natural
basin hydrology

NA

Points out the impact of mega
-projects on the city’s topography, such as the lyari Expressway, Green Line BRT,
Northern Bypass and private
housing schemes.

Solid waste disposal in Nala

Acknowledged

Identified sites of waste recycling efforts and garbage disposal

Blocked Drainage Gates

Implied

Numerous gate blockages
identified at several points
including ⅝ gates at Gizri
Creek,

Sewage Routed to Nala

NA

Sewerage contributes to the
silting of the drains

High Tides

NA

Acknowledged

Institutional Non-Action

NA

No desilting unless provoked
by disaster

Ineffective Higher-Level Struc- NA
turing and Dialogue Between
Institutions

The current structuring of organizations renders action on
the nalas ineffective because
there is no ‘proper arrangement’ addressing nalas.

Reduction of Depth at Outfalls

The depth of the outfalls has
been reduced at Gizri Creek

NA
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